
Few autonomous drone compet it ions aimed at  adult  developers and organizat ions are held in Russia.
In the art icle I will talk about  our part icipat ion in Aerobot -2020. We work without  compet it ion with
the latest  technologies for drone localizat ion indoors, mot ion planning and cartography (explorat ion),
object  detect ion (percept ion) and opt imal mot ion control. In the condit ions of the compet it ion
there were tasks just  from this area.

Our team consisted of employees of the NTI Competence Center in the direct ion of "Technology
of components of robot ics and mechatronics" on the basis of Innopolis University and university
students.

Under the cut , there are many excit ing flights and falls of drones.
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On the one hand, we want  to forget  about  it  as a nightmare, and on the other hand, it  is an interest ing
experience. So, in order to leave those memories in 2020, this art icle comes from drafts.

Competitive robotics

If  sports programming and industrial development  are already very far from each other in many
cases, then in robot ics major compet it ions often become drivers for the development  of ent ire
areas. Perhaps the most  st riking example is the  DARPA Grand Challenge , which predetermined the
rapid development  of autonomous vehicles. The founder of DJI began his work on UAVs with the
ABU Robocon compet it ion as part  of the Hong Kong University HKUST team. 

Among modern major compet it ions in the field of aerial robot ics, I will highlight :

The DARPA Subterranean (SubT) Challenge (though there are also ground robots), where the
robots must  build a map while moving autonomously in a mine;

AlphaPilot  -  Lockheed Mart in AI Drone Racing Innovat ion Challenge . Part icipants create
art ificial intelligence capable of outperforming a human pilot  in FPV drone racing;

Mohamed Bin Zayed Internat ional Robot ics Challenge (MBZIRC) . Here, too, air and ground
robots and their interact ion; by the way, the start  of accept ing applicat ions for 2023 has been
announced; 

Compet it ions are also held within the IROS , ICRA , NeurIPS ( Game of Drones ) and other
conferences.

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/DARPA_Grand_Challenge
https://www.subtchallenge.com/
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/news/events/ai-innovation-challenge.html
https://www.mbzirc.com/
https://uzh-rpg.github.io/IROS2020-FPV-VIO-Competition/
https://github.com/uzh-rpg/ICRA2020-FPV-VIO-Competition
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/academic-program/game-of-drones-competition-at-neurips-2019/


MBZIRC 2020 Challenges CombinedMBZIRC 2020 Challenges Combined

And what about in Russia?

In Russia, robot ics is becoming popular in general, there are circles, courses and a lot  of STEM-
educat ion-movement . Drone compet it ions are mainly held among schoolchildren and students. We
conduct  them ourselves . There are few compet it ions focused on organizat ions and more complex
tasks (although somet imes modern schoolchildren do amazing things). Once upon a t ime, CROC held
an interest ing compet it ion, but  since then there has been lit t le of this kind. An example of a recent
compet it ion for UAV manufacturers is a compet it ion from PJSC Gazprom Neft  and AeroNet  for the
transportat ion of cargo simulat ing oil samples. However, there are more tasks in the hardware
component  of the UAV than in mot ion planning and sensor data processing. You can also ment ion
Copter Hack, but  this is a project  compet it ion, not  a compet it ion in which teams compete in the
same tasks.

Aerobot-2020

Aerobot  compet it ions are held in Russia for the second year and are focused on the development  of
solut ions "in the field of development, creation and operation of advanced robotic complexes

(systems) for civil, military, special and dual-use airborne" (sic!) . As you can see, even the name is
imbued with the spirit  of dual purpose, which is no coincidence: the compet it ions are held with the
support  of the FPI , designed to be the Russian analogue of DARPA. At  the same t ime, the tasks are
quite interest ing, even if  you are a pacifist  or are afraid of military bureaucracy, like me.

There were 3 tasks this year:

1. Inspect ion of the premises and search for objects in it , indicat ing their coordinates (the life
analogue is search operat ions in a destroyed building, for example);

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FnLa5RtXFg
https://youtu.be/Xw7Xu0LmQao
https://habr.com/ru/company/croc/blog/192704/
https://www.gazprom-neft.ru/press-center/news/gazprom_neft_vybiraet_partnera_po_bespilotnoy_aviadostavke_prob_nefti_s_mestorozhdeniy/
https://ru.coex.tech/copterhack
http://aerobot2020.ru/
https://fpi.gov.ru/


2. Movement  by QR code (it  turns out  a kind of drone for warehouse inventory, here is a similar
project  from colleagues from Skolkovo);

3. Drone races -  fly between the gates as fast  as possible and bypass the obstacles between
them.

This compet it ion was held for the second t ime. This t ime the organizer was our @ GigaFlopsis (and
several other current  Innopolisians) alma mater -  Research Inst itute of Robot ics and Control
Processes of the Southern Federal University (RIPU), Taganrog.

Participating teams

The compet it ion was held in two stages. For the first  qualifier, a Gazebo-based simulator was made
with cool wallpapers (I asked for carpets on the walls, but  this was apparent ly left  for future

https://youtu.be/Ssuh-zq8k1o
https://habr.com/users/GigaFlopsis/
https://github.com/KSurov/Aerobot2020
https://github.com/KSurov/Aerobot2020


versions). The second stage took place at  a special t raining ground.

Due to the coronavirus, this year there were fewer teams than last  year, but  the level was higher:
everyone had drones and everyone made at tempts to complete tasks. I was also pleased that  the
teams were hybrid -  representat ives of academic inst itut ions and industry. List  and brief info about
commands:

RaccoonLab , Innopolis University -  that 's us;

FRC IU RAS (Moscow), consist ing of developers from Fast  Sense Studio . They make on-board
computers for mobile robots and drones for warehouse inspect ion;

IPU RAS (Moscow) used the drone of the Airspector startup for industrial inspect ion using
UAVs;

C305 , FEFU (Vladivostok), Center for student  project  act ivit ies;

QuadroZ, Research Inst itute of RiPU (Taganrog), compet it ion organizer team;

Altair, students of SFU (Taganrog);

Team VIT Era (Anapa).

https://www.instagram.com/raccoon.lab/
http://fastsense.tech/
http://airspector.io/
https://www.instagram.com/c305fefu
http://rirpc.ru/


Composition of our team

Dmitry Devit t  is the main ringleader, he knows the taste of winning the previous Aerobot -2019
compet it ions. Seen Noize MC , hung with a guitar and ukulele with a sampler and keys? This is
how Dima works during tests: a laptop in one hand, a manual control panel in the other for
safety;

Dmit ry Ponomarev -  programmer, implemented the fusing of several realsenses for localizat ion,
generated worlds in Gazebo; 

Ilya Sevostyanov, a student  at  Innopolis University, worked on the detect ion of the runway and
the landing pad;

Yuriy Sukhorukov, a student , did a lot  of assembly of a kosher drone, 3D print ing, made a gate
and, at  the same t ime, pleased me with a side project  for detect ing masks from a drone;

Roman Fedorenko -  I somehow magically assembled this mega-team and am watching the
success (calm is st ill only visible).

The following employees of the large team of our laboratory were not  in the official composit ion of
the compet it ion (according to the regulat ions, no more than 5 people with Russian cit izenship), but
their achievements were very useful:

Victor Massague -  inspect ion algorithm;

Gisara Prathap -  segmentat ion on a point  cloud, creat ion of worlds in Gazebo;

Nikita Ermolenko -  CV algorithms for gate detect ion.

https://youtu.be/ATIFWDTjKM8
https://www.instagram.com/p/CG17hN6qPzn


Qualifying stage

Although, as I said, the qualifying round was held in simulat ion mode, it  was face-to-face. The
organizers provided each team with a powerful computer on which we ran both the simulator and the
task execut ion code. Test  at tempts were shown on the big screen. Before the final at tempts, the
organizers uploaded new scenes that  were slight ly different  from those provided for t raining. 

All three tasks from the third to the first  on the simulator (stage 1) in t imelapse:

FPI autonomous drones contest: 3 tasks simulation stage time lapseFPI autonomous drones contest: 3 tasks simulation stage time lapse

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVnAN0lQPUc


At the qualifying stage, our team took first  place with a not iceable margin, but  it  was too early to
relax.

Analysis of decisions

Approach

The general approach for us and for other teams was in the classical st ructure of the control
system, divided into funct ional blocks of localizat ion and cartography, control, movement  planning,
environmental percept ion, mission planning. Nobody did end-2-end and the like, although the
elements of such an approach in the third task suggest  themselves.

Iron

Everyone flew on the PX4 open source autopilot  (thank him).

On-board computers: Nvidia Jetson (Nano/NX/Xavier) or Raspberry Pi or FastSense own computer.

Of the sensors for perceiving the world, as a rule, there are Realsense D435 depth cameras, many
also fly using RPLIDAR plus convent ional cameras (webcams) for detect ing objects.

Localization

There are two dominant  ideas here: 2D SLAM on Google Cartographer (we used only at  the
simulat ion stage) with RPLIDAR and Realsense T265 t racking camera .

The lat ter, with good luck, close the issue of localizat ion completely and at  the hardware level.
However, like all visual odometry, they can “float” (especially in condit ions of vibrat ions on the
drone). We t ried to do complexizat ion of two cameras at  the same t ime -  one down, the other
forward or up, for example, but  this also does not  always work, since the cameras themselves can
give incorrect  covariance.

https://google-cartographer-ros.readthedocs.io/en/latest/#
https://www.slamtec.com/en/Lidar/A3
https://www.intelrealsense.com/tracking-camera-t265/


Integration of localization data

Cartography

The first  two tasks of the compet it ion include, in fact , the task of inspect ion, that  is, an automat ic
survey by a drone of a given territory for a quick search for an object . In the first  task, you need to
find cubes with a logo and return their coordinates, in the second -  QR codes and choose further
act ions based on the data in them. 

We used our experience in this area, based on a modified NBV (next -best -view) algorithm, as well as
the voxblox library for map presentat ion. 

https://github.com/ethz-asl/voxblox


The algorithm builds a 3d map (color mesh) in real t ime on board the drone, knowing only the
est imated size of the inspect ion area. When planning, obstacle avoidance is also performed, flying
through the window to inspect  the next  room is also planned by this algorithm.

How it  looks in real tests:

Fast Sampling-based Next-Best-View Exploration Algorithm for a MAVFast Sampling-based Next-Best-View Exploration Algorithm for a MAV

You can read more, for example, here .

Trajectory control and obstacle avoidance 

Perhaps this is one of the most  interest ing and important  parts of the project . We needed to
provide the safest , but  at  the same t ime, the fastest  t rajectory of the drone, avoiding previously
unknown obstacles. In addit ion, the need for planning in three-dimensional space adds to the
computat ional complexity.

Init ially, the planner knows the posit ion of the drone, the target  point  (or several), as well as a map in
the form of a cloud of points. In addit ion, we adjust  the maximum speeds and accelerat ions of the
drone.

Based on the point  cloud, a new map is formed with addit ional borders around obstacles (the so-
called inflat ion). This map is used to find the opt imal route using several algorithms (for a quick
search, a heavily modified elast ic band planner , in complex cases, A* is addit ionally used ).

At  the output , we get  a set  of coordinates through which we need to build the drone's t rajectory.
Splines are used to generate a physical t rajectory. There are many good open source solut ions from
cool labs, such as mav_trajectory_generat ion from Autonomous Systems Lab (ETH, Zurich), B-t raj
from HKUST Aerial Robot ics Group (Hong Kong) and many implementat ions of minimum snap and
jerk t rajectory generators (btw, jerk and snap are the names respect ively third and fourth derivat ives
of displacement  in t ime, in Russian push and jerk). We have integrated a solut ion from HKUST Aerial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyXAHqkdmWQ
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339447464_Unmanned_Aerial_Vehicle_Path_Planning_for_Exploration_Mapping
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/291936
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A*_search_algorithm
https://github.com/ethz-asl/mav_trajectory_generation
https://github.com/HKUST-Aerial-Robotics/Btraj
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/5980409
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/12075
https://github.com/HKUST-Aerial-Robotics/Fast-Planner
https://github.com/ethz-asl/mav_trajectory_generation
https://github.com/HKUST-Aerial-Robotics/Btraj
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/5980409
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/12075
https://github.com/HKUST-Aerial-Robotics/Fast-Planner


Robot ics Group. The result  of this module is the smooth movement  of the drone with deviat ion from
obstacles. 

One of the examples of flight  in our basement :

UAV Indoor Autonomous Flight With Obstacles AvoidanceUAV Indoor Autonomous Flight With Obstacles Avoidance

Another example of the scheduler working already in the Gazebo simulator:

FPI cup 2020 Task3FPI cup 2020 Task3

Perception 

The perceptual tasks we are concerned with here include detect ion (and localizat ion)

cubes with a logo (task 1);

landing pad (all tasks);

QR codes (task 2);

obstacles and gates (task 3).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2jlTD7GELY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Owc1b1EqTAs


For the detect ion of cubes, the basic methods of OpenCV were enough: SIFT + Homography + PnP.
Because we knew the pattern on the sides of the cube, it  was enough to determine the exact
posit ion of this pattern relat ive to the camera, and then we can get  the posit ion relat ive to any
coordinate system. For this, a simple package was writ ten for ROS in python. 

For QR codes, in addit ion to the coordinates, it  was necessary to decrypt  the code. In python, the
zbar library does a great  job of this . 

Marker Landing

QR codes

https://github.com/GigaFlopsis/image_pose_estimation
http://zbar.sourceforge.net/


It  was funny with the detect ion of gates and obstacles. At  the simulator stage, we used point  cloud
clustering based on ht tps://github.com/PRBonn/depth_clustering . The gates were segmented as
one cluster and we set  the flight  path through its center. If  there were obstacles instead of gates,
they were flown by the t rajectory control algorithm with obstacle avoidance (see above).

At  the stage of the t raining ground, of course, we left  this :)

Ad hoc vs uni�ed approaches

General philosophical digression in general about  compet it ions. On the one hand, compet it ions are
aimed at  st imulat ing the development  of technologies for pract ical applicat ion. On the other hand,
the art ificiality of the compet it ion means that  simpler solut ions that  work for specific condit ions
win over more general approaches, which also require more t ime to develop. In general, this is called
"crutches", but  they say there is a more scient ific term: Ad hoc.

In our case, we had some universal tools in preparat ion before the compet it ion: planners, cloud
segmentat ion, drone design, software infrastructure. On the other hand, the will to win requires some
“opt imizat ions” and simplificat ions in the process of debugging during the compet it ion.

A good example here would be our scheduler for the first  job. You can make a universal algorithm
with NBV, mot ion opt imizat ion in order to maximize the camera's capture of the unexplored volume,
or you can, knowing the size of the rooms and that  they have a simple shape, set  several random
points in each. You can also set  the direct ion of movement , knowing that  the map is designed to
move clockwise or counterclockwise. Another funny moment  -  if  we assume that  the organizers put
the search objects into points with integer coordinates (or with coordinates divisible by 0.5), which is
typical for a person, you can bring the accuracy of their determinat ion by a drone to absolute by
simple rounding :)

Retreat 2

https://github.com/PRBonn/depth_clustering


Read the regulat ions in advance and count  on the worst -case scenario. If  you not ice an inaccuracy,
please suggest  clarificat ion.   

Retreat 3

Everyone who makes drones, count  on t riple redundancy, mult iply budgets by 3 and don't  set t le for
less :) Drones are falling.

Promised crash video:

Aerobot CrashesAerobot Crashes

And further. Make backups. For example, we had a flash drive with the ent ire system on the on-board
computer covered up and it  cost  us a day of compet it ion and a night  of recovery. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3DTHsn5LKc


How do you like this before the final attempt?

Polygon and Flying Star of David

Technopolis Era



Tag Cloud

Era is a military Technopolis. It 's cool that  it 's by the sea. "The locat ion of the Technopolis on the
sea coast  creates comfortable condit ions for work and life." -  it  is said on the Technopolis website :)



And yes, they have their own pier with a helipad.



Source: era-technopolis.ru

A feature of working in the military Technopolis is the lack of the Internet , including mobile due to
shielding. They acted like this:



Polygon

The polygon in its variants for different  tasks looked like this:

This is a mobile base stat ion.



Unofficial partner of the competition - Leroy Merlin :)



Iron

Drones of other participants

Drone of the QuadroZ team (NII RiPU, Taganrog)



Drone IPU RAS (Moscow) from Airspector



UAV VIT Era (Geoscan Pioneer)



Drone and the team of the Research Center IU RAS and Fast Sense Studio (Moscow) with our spy

Rag technology

I hope the guys from Fast  Sense Studio will not  scold me for divulging know-how with a rag,
because. this is a prime example of what  you have to deal with when working with real hardware,
especially when compared with a simulator.

So, dear experts, at tent ion, the quest ion is: why do we need a rag on the runway?



Mystery

Наш дрон

Про звезду Давида мы не специально (кажется). Просто такая форма получилась
достаточно жесткой.

Answer in spoiler



Вообще, конструкция сделана модульная, с расчетом на ремонтопригодность, изготовление
на базе стандартных карбоновых трубой и 3D-печатных деталей.

Готовим запчасти (3D-печать)

Последних мы взяли с собой мешочек про запас. Питстоп по замене сломанного крепления
двигателя — не более 60 секунд:



Пит-стоп

Полёты

Репортаж о соревнованиях и дронах, у которых есть имена (источник):

https://anaparegion.ru/news/13768-v_anape_proshli_sorevnovaniya_mini_letatelnx_appar/
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Задонатить

В Анапе прошли соревнования мини летательных аппаратов "Аэробот-202В Анапе прошли соревнования мини летательных аппаратов "Аэробот-202......

Победила дружба

According to the results of the compet it ion, the panel of judges decided not  to ident ify the winners,
because. none of the teams completed the tasks of the second round in their ent irety. As a result :
1) a lot  of spare parts and nerves were spent , 2) it  was fun, interest ing guys gathered, 3) friendship
won. The organizers plan to hold the next  compet it ion with the same tasks. And we are engaged in
applied development  and look at  MBZIRC. Hello part icipants and organizers!

Tags:  drone, UAV, competitions, innopolis, robots, robotics, control, traffic planning, 

computer vision, flying robots

Hubs:  sports programming, Robotics development, Robotics, Multicopters, Transport
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161 609 

— средняя зарплата во всех IT-специализациях по данным из 10 078 анкет, за 2-ое пол. 2022 года. Проверьте «в
рынке» ли ваша зарплата или нет!

Проверить свою зарплату
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